Repetitive arrays containing a housekeeping gene have altered polytene chromosome morphology in Drosophila.
Much of our understanding of gene and chromatin organization has been developed from observation of polytene chromosomes. We describe an experimental approach using transgenes that has allowed us to observe local changes in polytene morphology. A composite P transposon that contains a fusion between the regulatory region of Prat, a purine synthesis gene, and brown (bw), an eye pigment reporter, was transformed into the 65A10 polytene band and subjected to P-transposase mutagenesis. Arrays of up to 320 kb at 65A10 were recovered by selection for increased pigment, and pigment levels were found to be proportional to numbers of copies. In polytene chromosomes, the original transformant was found to split 65A10 into two thin bands separated by an interband. With increases in copy number, the interband became progressively denser, eventually forming a dark, amorphous, deformable structure unlike any previously reported. The persistence of Prat expression in development, together with the cytological appearance of these large arrays, suggest that the state of the Prat promoter is affecting polytene structure. Because this unique structure is distinct from bands, interbands, puffs, and the chromocenter, which comprise polytene chromosomes, we suggest that it is composed of an altered form of chromatin.